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Logo Misuse

These are some rules to be followed strictly for the use of logos, so as to ensure that they 
are being used correctly and consistently. Alterations of logos such as rotating, skewing, 
and adding of unnecessary elements should not be done when applying the logo.

DO NOT place logo on top of any 
dark color 

DO NOT change the color of 
the logo

DO NOT stretch or extend 
the logo

DO NOT apply any effects to 
the logo

DO NOT resize the elements

DO NOT outline the logo

DO NOT rotate or distort 
the logo

DO NOT place logo on top of a 
dark color 

Connecting 
Consumer and 

Farmers

Product

To discover the right metaphor and visual tone for the brand, the mood board was 
developed to explore the references considering the company's main objective.

Identity
Concept

Mood-board

Green represents Natural, Fresh, and Healthy. Brown is used as an offset color to 
complement the Primary color to symbolize Organic Agriculture and Earth which gives a 
sense of Reliability. 
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Typography

Font Weights
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Futura(san-serifs) is chosen to create a modern, clean and elegance design. Additionally, 
this suitable especially to depict a established and Reliable identity.

DIRECT COMPETITION

Based on the current market research, direct competitors are identified based on factors 
such as Domain experience, stores, platform, cost, product & customer services, market 
shares, partners, and more importantly the source of the product.

Hopcom is Karnataka Government-backed established society which is into vegetable/fruits business for the 
last 4 decades with 325 outlets. Similar to Farm Avenue, Hopcoms is the hub system by which the main 
supplier(Farmer) is supported with a minimum supportive price and On the other hand, the consumers get 
the quality product at a reasonable price. Thus, they act as a connection between farmers and consumers.

Grofers is an online grocery delivery service for the last 7 years. Similar to Farm Avenue, Grofers claim that 
they handpick from farms nearby cities as they have a tie-up with farmers and thus delivers the product 
straight from the farms. 

Namdhari's is a grocery store which is customer-base over the last 2 decades. They have a total of 29 stores 
in Bangalore. They would be a potential competitor for Farm Avenue as they provide fresh, organic, and 
pesticide-free fruits and vegetables grown at their very own farm near Banglore.

Big Basket is India's leading online supermarket shopping which is the business from the last 9 years. It has 
more than 6 million customers which currently operates in 30 cities. BigBasket has associated with Bayer 
CropScience along with more than 8000 local farmers across India. Nearly 2.5 million smallholder farmers 
are getting benefited by this project. BigBasket would be a potential competitor as they directly connect with 
farmers similar to Farm Avenue.
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The kapferer brand identity prism

• Earth colors, Green and Brown
• Natural and Organic 
• Quality & Fresh products for those who 

wants to be healthy.

• Fresh & Nutritious products
• Direct from Farmers
• Healthy Lifestyle
• Affordable Price

• Commitment
• Customer Experience
• Quality Oriented
• Natural

• I am fit and healthy.
• Hassle free delivery
• I want to maintain my health

• Quality Delivered
• Trust
• Service

• Health-Conscious
• Diet Oriented
• Traditional
• Good Shape
• Fit and Active

Physique Personality

Culture

Self-Image

Relationship

Reflection

Farm Avenue

BRAND DOCUMENT

FARM AVENUE

D E S I G N  B R I E F   &   B R A N D  G U I D E L I N E S

VARUN R  PANAMBUR

The comprehensive document consists of a detailed analysis of different stages 
of Communication strategy. The process covers initial researches such as 
understanding the target audience, Target market, demand & Dependencies, 
and various other analyses which helped me to capture the market. 

Further, Direct competitors and Benchmark comparison helped to clarify the 
landscape of business context. Additionally, Kapferer's brand identity prism 
was used to conceptualize the brand elements effectively and clearly. Later, I 
have derived the complete brand identity for the project. Below is the link/QR 
code to a video that summarises the brand and communication level strategic 
decisions. 

https://spark.adobe.com/video/TtYwUGrrstWN7

Video Link:
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Brand Identity
Business Card

The business card will be used for all official contact and communication of the company. 
These are the approved layouts. Always use double sided cards.

PAPER
350 g/m2, Offset white

DIMENSIONS
85 x 55 mm horizontal

John Doe
Sales Manager

123, Street Name,
Area Name, Bengaluru,
India

+91 9876543210
John@farmavenue.com
www.farmavenue.com

Farm Avenue
Farm Fresh to your Doorstep

Letterhead

Farm Avenue

Tel: 080 - 98765432123, Street Name,
Area Name, Bengaluru, India www.farmavenue.com

Subject heading here 

Excero mo dit voluptatur, quunti ra dolupta sit quat archicatibus rae ni arum remque 
repel iliquo ipsaper atibusant mint quam fuga. Itate cus, ut eum estiam ium ipsametur, 
siminctus dolest arum consed quiberum nihici aut voluptaque consedi blanis a num 
eicto optassi nverumquis auda con peptate reperep udantiis sed uatiis mo ea verferes 
des essinctet parfum quaspe solupta et et dolorumt.

As et ut dolut voloritatium explige ndenditia dolum erci omni beariberia que dist 
officabo. Icillabo. comnienis as accusda a niet autam, qui blaborem quibusdam, te pro 
ilignim iliciate enis restendae nonseditibus ent fugitatius alis ate ipsam quiam revolut 
que ea quist, occullabo Ut et etur?

Udio cus nest evella nest que aute nis eos eaquo quidusdae ea vet entorite culioru 
ptatecab ident

Best Regards

July, 31st 2020

John S
Company President

This shows the approved layout with the primary 
elements of the Farm Avenue for the frontside of 
letterheads.

Usage
The corporate letterhead will be used for all official 
external communication of the company.

Dimensions
DIN A4

Paper Weight
100 g/m

Print
CMYK Offset

Farm Fresh to your Doorstep

CLIENT INFORMATION

Farm Avenue is into the vegetable and food retail market which got establish last year with 
the initial plan to start as a small-scale home run company. With their quality products and 
customer-focused service, the demand rose and now the company wants to expand its 
business to scale up the supply for many other cities.

OBJECTIVES

India being an agriculture-oriented country now facing hard 
times in meeting the demand for quality products delivered for 
the consumers. This often leads to various malpractices in 
order to satisfy the demands. Also, Regulating the food system 
and maintaining the supply chain are not optimized and usually 
involve various middlemen resulting in an increase in the 
product price. 

The objective of Farm Avenue is to tackle this problem by 
connecting directly with the farmers and providing the online 
platform for the consumer to get the fresh and best quality 
product at the doorstep. Farm Avenue being a consumer and 
farmer-driven company, not only regulates the quality of yield 
produced but also advocates eating healthy by providing fresh 
and organic products to the consumers. Therefore, their goal is 
to set up a full-fledged business and establish brand credibility 
in the market. This brand recognition in turn leads to increased 
sales/customers and creates a competitive edge in the market.

VISION

Our vision is to provide the best service for our customers in delivering quality assured 
organic vegetables and fruits at an affordable rate directly harvested by the farmers. We 
also intend to help farmers across the country by directly buying the fresh products from 
them and thus keeping our consumers healthy.

MISSION

Our mission is to provide 

farm-fresh produce to your 

doorstep

VALUE PROPOSITION DEFINITION

Farm Avenue started with one motto, which is to provide the best quality products for the 
customers. Our commitment to providing the product at affordable prices for customers 
and equally supporting the farmers by purchasing directly from them. Our approach of 
customer-centric service and hassle-free system to deliver the product at doorstep will 
satisfy the customer, which enables the business to grow. To ensure the quality, we have 
partnered with Farmers by providing them access to technology, training, and monitoring 
the crops at every stage and thus providing access to customers with a wide variety of 
vegetables and fruits which are nurtured with intense care. Our online blogs, other farm 
visiting programs will help to build a relation between consumers and farmers. 

STATEMENT: Farm Avenue exists to create a healthy world by providing garden-fresh 
products at doorstep. Garden fresh delivered.

TARGET MARKET

Farm Avenue's audience is anyone who would buy vegetables and fruits more often. 
Additionally, they also target people who are cautious about artificially nurtured 
vegetables/fruits, health-conscious, and interested in taking care of themselves by eating 
chemical-free products. 

COMPETITORS

Any company who sells the vegetable and fruits online or purchases from farmers would 
be a potential competitor. However, Farm Avenue's approach is a bit different from most 
of the established companies as it monitors and purchases organic products directly from 
the farmers by partnering with them. Considering a couple of potential competitors, below 
are the analyzed criteria that highlight the key points in the market.

Competitors has partnered with the various wholesale seller to supply the products. 
Whereas, Farm Avenue directly partners with farmers, which will make a huge difference 
in overall product cost and overall profit can be adjusted easily. 

Partnership

Competitors buy it from the wholesale market and it usually takes a minimum of 3-5 days 
or sometimes even more by using chemical/artificial preservatives for the products before 
it reaches the consumers. With our optimized product and warehouse management, fresh 
products can be delivered within a day or two to the consumers directly from the farmers. 

Product

Many competitors have a greater profit margin addition to what they buy at wholesale 
rates added to the brand value. But the ultimate price that farmers sell remains low 
always. Farm Avenue approach is different as we buy directly from farmers which will 
avoid all the other middlemen and therefore can provide quality products at a lower rate. 

Price

Service is the top priority for any company. Additionally, our dedicated customer service/
support team will help to create a good customer experience and continuously monitor 
the customer satisfaction rate which is key for our business to grow. Also, farmers will get 
continuous assistance from experts in order to produce a better yield.

Service

PARTNERSHIP AND DEPENDENCY

Farm Avenue's key partners are farmers as they directly connect with them for the supply 
of vegetables and fruits. Additionally, Farm Avenue will be having a logistic team to 
deliver the ordered product to various places to expand their network. This logistic team 
includes picking up the product from farmers and loads it to regional multi warehouses 
that are located across the cities. Further, based on consumers' orders they pick up the 
product from the nearest warehouse and deliver it to the customer. Additionally, quality 
test managers will be deployed to check and regulate the standard of yield produced, 
which helps the farmer to produce the best yields.  

TONE & IMAGE TO PORTRAY

Earthy, Healthy, Fresh, Honest, Trust worthy, Genuine, Professional, Empowering, 
reliable, Passionate, Nature

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

SWOT ANALYSIS

BUDGET


